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1. Life-long education is becoming essential element in contemporary
educational policy and one of its leading ideas. No other concept in

educatien has been invested with such importance or aroused such widespread
interest. What is the reason for this, and in what ways are educational progr_ Ees
and activities like2y"to:be affected by :this concept, which constitutes-both a
wienees to our time and a hope for the years to come? The answer to this
question is complex and problematic. An answer=mustnhowevern be found, for
unless life-long education and-its implications are defined it will be im-
possible to embark on a rational and effective educational policy in our
modern civilization.

2. It may be observed in the first place - although this is also a Witter
deserving of further thought - that the idea of life-long education is

by no means new Even without referring back to a too distant past - to the
way of life obtaining in China, India and ancient Greece, to the Chriutian
civilization, the humanist traditien0.and of the neo-humanist theory of
education at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth
centuries - we.have to acknowledge the fact that the doctrine of life-long
education was authoritatively enunciated in the first quarter of the present
century in an English memorandum which aroused great interest and is uni-
versally known as the A.L. Smith Report (1919). In thin; import, drawn up
by a group of specialists in adult education,it is stated that "adult
education must not be regarded as a luxury for a few exceptional persons
here and there, nor as thing which concerns only a short span of early
manhood, but that adult education is a permanent national necessity, an in-
separable aspect of citizenship, and therefore should be both universal and
life-long" 1)

The idea of the absolute need for a continuous education l sting through-
out life-has won acceptance by all specialists in adult education, 'especially
since-the publication of the memorable worieby A.B. Yeaxlee entitled Life-
long Education (1929), which was responsible for the spread of its underlying
principles in a large number of European countries.

The conviction that life-long education is an urgent need in the life of
society took root among militant supporters of adult education, primarily
because the cultural_and educational aspirations of the social democratic
movements of the modern.era were both greater and. more pressing than the
possibilities afforded by a traditional educational system reserved for the
privileged few.

The desire of the oppreszed classes to overturn the bArniers which.pre-
vented them from going beyond primary education and to panticipate fully in
cultural life became manifest moreover, towaeds the end of the-eighteenth
century in North-America and in the first half of the nineteenth century in

(1) Adult Education Coml. - Ministry of Reconstruction, Great Bri

1919, p._ _55r
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England. Particularly noteworthy are the experiments in adult education that
took place in English institutions during the 1850's under the influence of
the industrial workers' movement. Similar trends have appeared in other social
and economic conditions - for instance, in connexion with the peasant movement
in Denmark, which has since become the home cf People's universities.

3. These aspirations gave rise to the ided4of adult education as an education
intended to make good the omissions and deficiencies of the period of

childhood and adolescence. Adult education was a "remedial education" that
could be embarked upon and continued at any period of life. Life-long education
was therefore conceived as an unceasing effort to go beyond the limits within
which an elitist society sought to confine forever the so-called "deprived"
oeial'classes. Whereas the school system provided universal education on an
unfair basis, the system of adult education was designed tcrremedy its omissions
and errors.- And at a time when, in all the countries undergoing rapid economic
development, the divergenpe between the democratic and egalitarian aspirations
of the masses and the operaticin of an elitist education system was becoMing more
and more strongly marked, adult education took on a growing importance. Ranging
as it did from cources designed for persons who had had no eljportunity whateyer
of attending school and had not even learnt to read- and writeF up to courses.
taking the place- of higher education for persons-whp, after completing their
primarysschooling, had not been able to obtain the right to pursue university
studies (these being jealously reserved for the well-to-do social elaSses )_
adult education, in remedying the omissions in the formal educatiot of children
and adolescents,,came to affect an ever- increasing number of adults.

4. Adult education, conceived as remedial education, made it possible to
collect pedagogical observations showing that the process of adult educa-

tion contains within itself certain specific values which are not apparent during
childhood and adolescence. It\thus became increasingly clear that the adult man,
precisely on account of the experience he has gained in life, is more capable of
learning than are children or young people. Psychologists hastened to explain
that the mind of the adult man preserves and, in certain areas,' develops its
cognitive and creative faculties; while sociologists added an argument, drawn
from research on the civilization of primitive societies and also on the process-

_ of cultural dissemination,- to the effect that the adult man alone is capable
of "learning" in a way that is likely to have a profound influence on his life.
The history of intellectual movements. assumed the appearance of a chronicle of
the internal transformations of men,'chenging their points of view and their
previous way of life. Adult education, conceived in this new manner, 'ceased to
fUlfil its remedial functions and took- upon itself particular tasks. It had
become necessary, not because people had been deprived of adequate instruction
in their childhood or adolescence, but because it was only after maturity had
been reached that training in several Important sectors was possible. For this
reason, our attention was drawn ever more clearly and powerfully by adult educa-
tion to the value of an education designed to serve man throughout his life.

5. The same trend is observable in the experiments that marked the educational
activity necessitated by modern advaneee in seteRce and technology and by the

comes entailed thereby in-merits qualifications - all the more so in that, in
our time, it has beeome obviate that the training received during adolescence
becomes out ofdate and must be constantly reviewed; renewed, supplemented and
even totally revised. And Whereas in bygone times concern for adult education
was a characteristic feature of backward societies, at the present the it is
incumbent on advanced societies to devote more and more attention tceorganizing
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this kind of eduoation so as to be in a position to carry out those vocational
tasks that require a, continua. updating; of instruction. This provision of
further training for skilled staff is becoming more and more important and the
forms it takes are increasingly varied. Alongside forms designed to transmit
information on the most recent advances in the fields of science and teehan7-egy,
we are witnessing the development of-institutions and methods that enable men
to assume a creative r6le in these processes of development_ Adult education,
conceived in this manner, takes on new values; it makes it possible to under-
stand the process of education as a process which is inseparable from that of
man's evolution throughout his life.

6. - provision of training aimed at the improvement of professional qualifi-
'aions currently presents a further important aspect. The fluctuation of

the demand for skilled staff on the labour market is becoming a negative as well
as a positive'factOr in selection. Certain qualifications cease to be useful,
others become much sought after. Many people have to change their occupation;
others seek to do so. In these circumstances, aspirations towards attaining to
al:setter social p_esition have much broader s"ope; in several countries they
become a driving force which sets in motion the whole gamut of educational activi-
ties by means of which adults may either rise to new levels in the hierarchy of
their speciality or gain new qualifications enabling them to obtain now posts.
Whereas, in. the case mentioned earlier, what was involved was further training
for the purpose of improving qualifications for a particular job, what we are
concerned with here is the ph'nomenon of regrading and promotion. iThis is a
new aspect of the education in which men are engaging at different periods of
their lives.

7. When we attempt to make an overall assessment of the period ushered in by
the English report mentioned above and by the International Conferences of

Adult Education held in Cambridge--(1929), Montreal (1960) and Tokyo (1972), w
come to the conclusion that,-in the adult education movement itself - in which
the, currents of deMocratic social development and the development of science and
technology converged, conditioning the level and the quality of human labour - it
has become apparent over the past few decades that the proceas of education cannot
be adequately and correctly defined in the traditional way, as coming under the
heading of-education for children and adolescents, with particular reference tan_

school edueationaarather, the educational process ahould be thought of in to
of men's activity throughout their lives, in terms of their social and prof ion-

aspirations and responsibilities. It has become increasingly obvious t
adult education is not merely a continuation of the education begun in chi]. hood
but= that it is part .of a continuous process whose 4evelopment is concomitan with
the evolution of man's life, each interacting with the other in a diversity
ways. This is the "context within which, in our time, A distinction is being
made between adult education, understood as the education of men and women in
the period of maturity, and life-long education, understood as the modern form
of education in the general sense.

8. Let us now endeavour to define this form in a more precise way. The fore

going analysis has shown how the idea of life-long education sprang from
the experiments made in aanit education. The conclusions of this analysis do
not, however,- make the whole truth clear as yet. If we were to confine oiler

Selves to this-study, we should be unable to explain why at this particular junc-
ture life -long education should be the subject of general discussion among teachers
and those responsible for educational policy, and why it should seem to be a
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partielalarly modern programme of activity although it came into being so long

ago, We shall be unable to find an explanation for these phenomena unless we
take'into consideration other factors which underlie the concept and the plo-

gramme of life-long education and which confer upon it, in our day, an importance

which it did not formerly possess, at the same time when it was emerging from the

experiments in adult education.

9. The fundamental change in the way of life of the masses which is currently
taking place is one of the factors involved. ,A number of other elements

are connected with this phenomenon. The rise in the standard of living, the
increased leisure time available to the-working man, the political facilities

and the improvement in communications contributing to the growth of'tourism, the

mass media of information which encourage cultural participation - all these help

in speeding up a development which might be briefly described as the change of

the "producer" society into a "consumer" pr "affluent" society. The great

traditions of bourgeois Europe, deriving from puritanical and Calvinist ethics

and from the austere economics of the pioneers of capitalism, and requiring
men to "serve production", have in our time been shaken and even annihilated.

On the other hand,. ideals of happiness conceived as the full enjoyment of the

facilities offered by the modern conditions of life have grown in importance.
The way of life associated with the affluent society involves possessing_or--
increasingly profiting from material goods, and participating in the -spread of
information on cultural property.

10. It might be claimed, and not without justification, that this modern way of
life is superficial., It might be maintained, as has already been done on

several occasions, that, as a consumer, man is just as much a slave of the "world
of things" as he was in the period when his whole life was lived as a "producer".

One might also speak with indignation and contempt of "consumer culture", in-
cluding in that.expression the contemporary deterioration of genuine cultural
life. It is nevertheless true that this way of life represents for the great mass
of people a liberation from the chains of a sterile and painful existence, from
the burden of the "daily round" which prevents them from a fuller enjoyment of
human life. And even if listening to the radio, watching-the television, visiting
museums and monuments as-do the tourists who make up the clientele of travel
agencies, afford no guarantee that those who go in for such activities partake of
a life of extraordinary value, those activities do, none the less, form part of a
continual process of broadening of horizons whereby the mind and:the imagination
are stitulated. This, too, is perhaps not a very profound process of life-long
education; It is however,'one which is important and widely spread throughout
society, and one which is the prerogative of-modern men in well--to-do societies.
As we know, a great many efforts are being made by institutions at the organi-
tational level with the aim of intensifying this process and especially of
protecting it froMthe restrictions and dangers to which it is exposee. as a result
of the commercialization of cultural events and. services. As a result of these
efforts, new aspects are coming to light of the problems of life-long education-
in our contempbrary civilization of mass media and leisure.

11. Prominent among these problems is that of preparing'men for new forms of
life- and putting them on their guard. against the dangers of an apathetic

or superficial attitude with regard to cultural values. A preparation of this
kind calls for a critical reappraisal of the whole traditional conception, of
education which took shape in totally different conditions of life. In this
situation the very notion of life-long education takes on a new tenor. Although
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it sprang from the numerous experiments carried out in the field of Adult
education, life -klieg oducetibn today embrecca the whole.eystem of education

eo ehich Len is subject, in all sorts oCsiturtiono, from.the cradle

to the grave. The notion ef life-long education is ceasing to be linked exclu
sively to adult education - although it also bears on that stage - and expeAsses
the idea that education is a continuing process which lasts throughout life. At
the name time changes are taking place in the order of importance eatehli shed
traditionally in regard both to structure and to content. The idea is goinirg
ground that education cannot be confined within the categories of courses, exami-
netione-andecademic diplomas, but that it is a larger and more heterogeneous
process; both freer and more spontaneous, closely bound up with the experience of
life and the changes that occur in professional and eocial situations, whichAn-
I.olve men in different ways. It is in this sense that more and more frequent
reference is currently Lade to a "parallel education" which taken place under the
influence of educational factors outside the school. In an affluent society these
factors become more powerful and more varied.

12. The importance of the modern affluent society in relation to life-long
education largely explains the interest which is being taken in it at the

present time. This,is not yet a complete explanation, however. Indeed, new
phenomena are now coming to light which deserve special attention. As the
standard of living rises and as participation-in cultural props .y becomes

atleast from the point of view of possibilities - accessible to everyone, a
diminution is observable of the interdependence,which existed In the past two
centuries between the level of education and the socio-professional position of
the individual. Once education becomes :available to everyone, ,it ceases to be a
factor in the formation of a eocial.elite, endowing it with special privileges.
While preserving its values as a factor in the preparation for social life and
professional activity, education becomes at the same time a specific asset having
a peculiar and enviable intrinsic value, of only because it constitutes an
effective means of advancement, of increasing, one's income and of raising one's

social position, but also because it makes it possitle to develop and satisfy
one's aspirations, because such are ments'inclinations, and because education
makes our lives more precious, more picturesque, more interesting.

Education makes our lives more worthy of interest; it engenders a form of

happiness for mankind. These processes, which are not as yet within the reach of
everyone, nevertheless constitute in-a large number of countries a new realiey

betokening for the imediate future a substantial change.in respect of the aenee-
elation of t_ he social role of education and consequently a change in respect of
the motives which prompt people to acquire some instruction.

13. It is of great importance for the very conception of life-long education
that instruction should be regarded as an asset in itself and not merely

as a means of retching a higher social positior or achieving greater material

success. We are becoming increasingly aware that inetruetion should not be-
confined to vocational training but that it also has functions of a more general
nature to felfil, more particularly in regard to a more all-round development of
the human person. The new conception, of the educational society rightly tales
these two aeliects into consideration: it is not simply that modern eivilizatien
demands of men a continuous effort to acquire further vocational training, but
also that it provides the. conditions and incentives for taking advantage of much
that is of value in life - and this can only be made possible by education. The
conception of an "educational society" bids fair to provide men with a way out of
the impasse into whiCh they had been led by their vie-lions of the 'producer" soci-
ety and the "censurer "" or "affluent" moiety. While keeping (=sumer needs and
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the teaks of production within reasonable limits, it shows human life as being
subjectively precious, thanks to the intensification of all the human forces
which ieuet be brought into play to serve man's development. The affirmaticn
of man's role as a producer and a consumer but also as one engaged in activities
outside these two functions - in social work and creative activity - is becoming
the basis on which life-long education is discovering its aims and acquiring an
entirely new content.

Understood in this way, life-long education shows us at the same time that
ideas about education were one-sided and narrow, and that today the very princi-
ple of education must be differently conceived. Paul Lengrand expressed this
perfectly whet he wrote: "Education is not an addendum to life imposed from
outside. It is no more an asset to be gained than is culture. To use the
language of philosophers, it lies not in the field of 'having' but in that of
'being'. The being in a state of 'becoming' at each,different std and in
-varying circumstances is the true subject-matter of edupation."

14. The doctrine of life-long education thus becomes a springboard for a
critical reappraisal of essential ideas concerning education and one of

the factors from which is derived the modern conception of education according
to which its humanist content causes it to be an integral proceas,of develop-
ment of human life. This theor:vof education links up with the most fruitful
traditions of edudational thought, ronging from Socrates to Dewey via Comenius,
to the most successful experiments in education which have been carried out in
various countries. As for the prospects offered by life-long 'education which
is an education lasting throughout life, the methods used are more heterogeneous
than those previously admitted, in view of the fact that the experiences of life
are more diversified; the education is also-more personal, and more social, in
view of the fact that it stems from real situations in which men are involved;
it is likewise freer and more spontaneous even.when-it avails itself of given\
educational establishments and fadilitiec. And, although not everybody is ready
to admit the validity of the trend towards the "de- schooling" of society, it
should be noted- looking at the matter from the point of -dew of education
itself --that the latter is a much vaster process than the provision of instruc-
tion in school; we find ourselves faced with the necessity of "de-schoolind" the
lichool itself, as reformers have been demanding for along time past, so that )-
education may, in that institution too, constitute a'genuine process of develop-
ment.

15. It is here that a vast field of activity and enterprise opens up. The
system of life -long education calls for the rational integration of the

teaching activity atall levels: family, nursery school, primary and secondary
schools, higher education, post-graduate studies; fUrther training of staff,
adult education.

An integration of this kind would make it possible to distribute the tasks
of education over the whole of life, and help to eliminate the element of over-
exertion involved, which so oftemcharacterizes'the eduoationieSf children and
adolescents; by arranging the tasks of education in terms of the experiences of
the different periods of human life, educational activities deuld be endowed with
a far greater authenticity; by treat' ee education as a continuous process, more
attention could be paid, in respectOr teaching methods, to the development

Paul Lengrand: introduction to Life-long Edueation. Une sc,o 1970, p. 5 9,
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of creative leanings and aptitudes for expression, to the imiplantation of more
and more motives for the acquisition of knowledge, and to th6 capacity-to aneck
and renew the stook of acquired learning.

The harmonization of the activity of institutions of fo iaal education with
that of establishments providing out-of -.school education in all their iemenee
variety, beginning With cultural institutions and public education establish-
ments and going as far as to include social and professional circles and the
real situation iretheartistic and cultural pphere, will con titute another

of integration. the lessons drawn from the-feet that the to of education is
being accomplished under the effect of numerous factors outs de school will not
fail to contribute to the renewal and transformation of institutions of forme'

learning. The execution of the, programme to r=ing about this twofold integrati
represents a major task for our time in the matter of education which is both

=universal and lifeelong.
1

16. And it is precisely here that we come up against one of the most serious
and complex problems, namely: what are the possibilities of achieving

this? What are the conditions for it, and what are the obstacles standing in
.its way? On what allies can we count to help us in this tale?

It is obvious) that great hopes have been placed in the formulation of an
equitable educational policy, on the part both of the public authorities and of

the international institutions. It is also.obvious that much depends on the
intelligent activity of all those who will be entrusted with the practical
application of life-long education. The preparation of apprcpriate _material

and technical means of action will likewise be an important factor. An intelli-

gently conceived strategy, well-trained staff, first-rate equipment: these are
the eapential conditions for the development and universal application of life-

long education. But we cannot omit to Mention yet others.

Whereas the organization of formal education depends p manly on the
education authorities and teaching staff, the execution of mit =us
programme of life-long education depends.above all on factors determine

the conditions and the orientation of man's existence; these fasts are not
immediately related to education and do not come within 'the control of teachers.
Life-long education is only to a certain extent a matter of organization and
therefore depends only partially on teachers. Its roots reach down deeply into :

the social reality. in which life acquires a certain content and from which the
motivations and the choice of values which will guide that life derive.' The
establishment of life-long education depends, essentially, on the,existence of
an "educational society" in. which education, understood in the broadest sense

as the intensification of hUman development, is destined to become the principal

and universal value.

17. Are we in fact on the thresipld of the "educational'society"? Is that

society really taking shape ea our time as a new and specific model of

social and individual life, In contrast to the "producer" society and the

"consumer" society? Are these processes sufficiently powerful to me se it

possible, through. their promotion, to facilitate and hasten the establishment

of life -long 'education? I do not think that it is easy to give an entirely

optimistic answer to these questions. If we examine the economic and social

Conditions of man's existence we may note a number of elements favoUring life.

long educatione.airerdy, the standard of living of the broad masses of the
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population ensures or them sufficient freedom to shape their elto
_people_pften_find in their professional work opporttLnities fol%k:'1
personalities; social participation acts as a stimulUs both tc
thinking and to the exercise of initiative. At the Same time,
modem socio-economic world, in the course of its development,
complex organizational structures which:are impenetrable to th
living in that world who, under supervision, perform\tasks tha
them. in their 'inward selves, men have the feeling that they
and acquiescent cogs, in the vast machinery of this world. A
kind destroys the need and the possibility for life-llong educe
to wham this need applies count for little, Life-long educati
need and an aspiration for those men who a-e creative; it is n
those !;who are merely parts of a mechanism. The More Society
hostile, the more man feels that he is itaslave, the\less 11E51

to ilfk.long education, In these conditions It is neitn.%
necessry ithat2the emphasis in life should be placed e,,n educatIso
a philCaophical phrase We might say that:one of th,i essential - app{
life-108 education is the victorious and constant struggle agAl;
Without this prospect, all possibility of a deep=rooted and geNts
education vanishes; at themost there remain refresher*urseS,
at it aYlother way, the spread of life-long-education constitutes 41'
that the alienation and hostility of society have been-ioverdoma
is begining to feel that he is a respons:i.ble and creative perOoll
tual richness is_materializing in the richness of life.

18.- The second series of problems to be resolved if the trend u
to ';be tos&rds education concerns the world Of "things",

been rightly d wn to the fact that, more than ever before, co
civilization. provided a human environment in which "things
"produceP and the "consumer" society together form a whole wh3o
man on all si s, constituting the instruments and means of,hi0
and the setting In which his desires and ambitions evolve. Of*c

of the human personality tallies with that of the things which OL__,
and which at the same time betoken his social position and imp(./t.tw.
world of compliant things_ which bring comfort, this world of
civilization; is also a mysterious and alien world, hostile and
imposes on men its style of life. Van Lier and Dorfles have rIA
attention to the:dual nature of the situation in which man is V
of things and their slave. In these circumstances there is as l'rt
"materialized _ _ L

formmaterialized life which constitutes a specific formof conterON
Human life turning blindly in the world of things, caught up ill

and prospects imposed by things, loses contact with the:world ct
consequently falls into decay. The placing of the emphasis In lk
which always derives from values and not from things, dwindles,
recover that involvement in education, men must free themselves
ism ofthe world of things, This world should bedome a gro'
human creativeness and cohabitation, enabling men to develop t-
assets. This is what Hegel meant when he) wrote that man could
entity through the world of things. .Life-long education is Ins
with the process of multiple development in human life: a "one-04
has no need of education: his.way of life is confined within th
"operation' and his prospects for the future are bounded by the
power.
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19- The third group of problems on which life-long education depends relate
to clAlture. Paradoxically, the link between culture and education is

not as-simple=ancipositive as=it was believed to be. The ws.cla of cu Lure
like the Social world and the world of things - may be alien and hostile to
man. And in this sense too one may speak of the danger of alienation. It
maY be recalled in this connexion that Husuboldt, who introduced. this notion
into the language of philosophy, thought that man becomes de-personalized by
a culture that is withering away. But he also thought\that the inexhaustible
riches of cultural preperty.constltuted a continual stilaulant for life -long
education. This dichotomy is at the basis of the present situation. Modern
cultUre is developing in two opposed ways: on the one hand, there is.a culture
which is inconceivable, unintelligible, elitist or perhaps "snobbish" 1 on the
other, there is "mass culture" which is vulgar, trite, foreign in character,
and which is dispensed and popularized by the. leisure industry. What kind of
encoUxagement to life-long education can aPresent-day man find in works which
seem to hits to be a piece of malicious nonsense or a shoddy means of diversion?
The future of life-long education depends to a very large' extent on the existence
of a culture at once communicable and stimulating which can be experienced as
something "intimate ", "sublirie", "personal" and common to all mankind. Hermetic
culture and mass culture will have a destructive effect on life-long education,
causing it to be reduced to the level of a monotonous stream of information which
is to be treated with contempt.

20 The considerations set forth in the last paragraphs show that the problems
posed. br life-long education far exceed the notions habitually entertained

of it by thole responsible for educational policy, who see education in terms
of the trainipg of qualified personnel; but these problems also go beyond the
sphere of competence of,educa'kdonists,- who concern themselves with the question
of the training of human beings with the help of the facilities at their disposal.
Life-long education is obviously in a certain sense the continuation of formal
education and consequently corresponds to: all that we understand by education
or training, In this sense, its role i,s instrumental, in that its purpose is to
provide further ,vocational training, ensuring .promotion or professionRlksuccess,
It is also obvious that life-long education - in accordance ,with what-education-
ists believe - can and must be suitably organized so as to cater for the different
ege Groups ani rho differentlevels_of-experience of men, and with a view to
defining the means, methods and instruments of educational action. But
lon education has another dimension, and one that is, more far-reaching than
that which could be described from the:point of view of the demand for trained
personnel car. the possibilities of educational training. The real dimension of
life-long education is simply its "human" dimension, in other words, that in
which the ten choice of values is effected, in terms of which the essential
motivationa are established which help; to mould the-style of ments'everyday

existence. But it is for this very reason that life-long education is affected
by all that constitutes the human condition.. And, although this condition does

not enter into the calculations of edUcationists, it is precisely this which is
of Prime Importance.

The structure of social reality and the processes which take place within
it misty foster the need for life-long education, or they may curb or even destroy

it the world of things Created by men may become either the labyrinth in which
they are enslaved or the\instmment of their liberation and prosperity; culture
maY devel0P the Personality,' making it dynamic and frank or, on the contrary, it
maY make it cynical and apathetic:. It is only by overcoming all these alienations
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that the way may be opened to life-long education, which is primarily a specifi.
philosophy of man and his creative development. 4Aecording to this philosophy
man is a being who finds his vocation and his happinees in constantly arepiring
to further conquests; these new horizons of knowledge and these:*1.7 fielde of
activity become the source and the effect-- of lifelong eduaation,whiche in ever-
new forms, cameras man-to be true to himself and to the path which he has chosen
to follow. In this sense, life-long education is the expression and ondition
of man's lasting youth. This youth - vital, changing, always in'que of what
is new - is undoubtedly symptomatic of contemporary civilization. The ideals
of production and consumption which underlie the way of life of modern Men, are
in contrast to modeillity in the foregoing sense. On the other' hand, the latter
is faithfully expreesed in the ideal of the "educaticnal society" within wbich
man's existence implies his constant development. Will the countries in an
advanced state of development which have found the way out of poverty into
affluence also be able to discover the path which,will\prevent their civilizatie
from becoming bogged down in over-abundence and lead it towards the exploration
of Man's creative poseibilitiee? This is the essential question of our time.
The fate of life-long education hinges on the solution which is found for this
problem.

It may perhaps seem that, by stressing the anthropologieal principles and
hopes underl _ng.the doctrine of life-long-education, and explaining the

wags in which it is conditioned, we have sought to belittle the-importance of
the efforts _made by educationists in connexion with org anization in this field,
and to underrate the value of the strategy designed to mobilize, teachers. Such
as certainly not our intention. In showing that life -long education is deeply
rooted in life itself, that it flourishes in certain cenditions'and withers
away in others, we merely)wiShed to,intensift'its infllience and to increase its
scope so that all the conditions which determine the 'development of life-long
education might be taken into consideration, including those that are indepen-
dent of educationiets. The opinion of the latter must, however, count in
discussions on the reorganizatien-of social life and of culture - a reorgani-
zation which is indispensable, in modern civilization, to the development of
education, which will 'enable men to live happily and humanely in this world
which they are unceasingly toting and which should never turn against them.
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